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Ranked as Hyderabad’s #1 Emerging High Potential School - EW Grand Jury Awards 2020-2021

Ranked as India's  Brainfeed Top 500 Schools of India  2020-2022

Ranked as Hyderabad’s #1 Holistic Education - ET Grand Jury India’s School Merit Awards 2022

CBSE & CAMBRIDGE
A VISIONARY K12 SCHOOL
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The future belongs to
those who believe in the
beauty of their dreams.

-Eleanor Roosevelt



WHY US?

Premia diligently attempts to provide the best curriculum
while fulfilling the learner outcomes of established
education norms from IGCSE and CBSE, here to set a
benchmark for holistic education! We teach the child, not
the textbook. As we 'RAISE' thinkers, readers, philosophers,
innovators and all other roles within the range of the human
‘being’ we do, and shall, continue to seek ways to empower
all those within our reach with Resilience, Agility, Innovation,
Social Responsibility and Empathy. 

A Visionary K12 School



My journey towards this moment to impact lives began with
motherhood. In my quest to find a school for my child, I yearned
for one that chose wisdom over knowledge, purpose over
prosperity and integrity over instant gratification, and this
propelled me towards my life's mission. At Premia, we want to
raise children to be their best authentic selves, living lives that
empower themselves, our nation and the world at large. At our
core we are dedicated towards raising human greatness, because
it becomes one's stronghold when integrity is upheld. Every child
deserves to live a life that fuels their passion, we will not leave any
stone unturned in our efforts to make our Premia Pride reach the
stars! 

“Integrity And Love Have 
A Ripple Effect, Good People, 

Bring Out The Good In People.”

WHO ARE WE?

Sinduri Reddy, 
Founder



I found my calling in the field of education way back in
2005 by accident and not by design. That's the beauty
and excitement this space offers. We provide what our
young learners need to identify their interests and
passions through a plethora of Scholastic and Co-
Scholastic areas which lead them to have enriched lives.

As a developmental psychologist, I strongly believe
education is the most powerful transformation tool we
have which can enable our future generation to be
different from the past. Having an opportunity to create
such an impact satiates the purpose of life for me. At
Premia, our endeavour is to nurture innocence with
humanity and personal excellence where we dissolve
boundaries and create global citizens. Learning from the
best of teachers and industry experts we hope to impart
a holistic education experience that will let our students
carve their own bright future and also define a better
world.

Subramanyam Kanthethi, 
Co-Founder, COO

Arti Mandhania, 
Co-Founder, Business Head

"What sculpture is to a block of marble,
education is to the human soul."



I believe, when education is imparted with ardour and
competence the purpose is achieved. Being mindful of
Gen-Z and their demands, our endeavour has made us dive
deep into the needs of our future - our children. The best
of resources has been put together to curate a wholesome
program where children are exposed to an environment
which nurtures Scholastic and Co-scholastic areas of
learning to hone their individual styles. Fostering a
community of young global citizens who carry an attitude
of gratitude, think out-of-the-box and innovate, be
compassionate, responsible towards self, family and society
is the Premia promise! 

Keeping with integrity at the helm of our ideals, we take on
the onus to ensure that our Premia Pride makes it a way of
life!

“I Am Still Learning“ 
-Michelangelo at 87

Taking a note or two from Michelangelo, we are a group of determined, lifelong
learners who have come together with the vision of nurturing human greatness;

driven by our love for children, learning & life!

Trupti Rao, 
Principal



How is the Josh? – “High!”
With a mission to foster a growth mindset, I entered the world of
education. I am focused on cultivating and sustaining an enriching
learning environment to hone the skills of young, enterprising and
curious children to face the competitive and ever-evolving world.
Being a mother of two daughters in this generation where
inquisitiveness is an inherent trait, I am propelled to harness modern
tools converting textbook jargon into packets of information that are
easy to process and make it applicable in real life. 

“The future is more than we think. It is not just about being at the
pinnacle of your career, it is about how your presence adds value to
the existing.”

As a motivated, adaptable and responsible trained graduate in the
field of education, I found my calling in education 25 years ago. I am
committed to working with children ensuring high standards of
education by nurturing balanced development through academic
excellence and creative expression.

Education is a profession where you can see the impact that you are
having on the world around you. Growing with our students and
learning as they do brings me utmost joy. The desire to help young
students deepen their love for learning and take that forward with
them as a 
life-long passion is what drives me.

Monica Arora, 
Headmistress

Anuradha Saidu,
Middle Years Coordinator

Tanjot Kaur,
Early Years Coordinator 
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WHAT DO WE STAND FOR?

Our vision is to ‘RAISE', our ‘Premia Pride' to live their dreams as a generation who are:

Vision

Mission

Values

Our mission is to cater to the demands of rapidly changing times. We believe the world
needs a progressive mindset, a compassionate heart and an attitude that exudes peace.
Making young learners embark on a journey which will bring about creativity and innovation,
a sense of belonging, gratitude and feeling responsible for self and society, is our endeavour.

We are a group of committed individuals who embody:

esilient and confident lifelong learners

gile and authentic individuals

nnovative and intuitive change makers

ocially Responsible and humble global citizens

mpathetic and humane souls who uphold integrity
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Integrity and ingenuity

Energy and efficiency

Compassion and competence

Tolerance and tenacity



PREMIA IDEOLOGY

“We Love Our Children,
Learning and Life!”

The Premia Academy is spearheaded by an advisory board comprising diverse academicians
who have a keen interest in providing their perspective to our collective vision. Individually

they have contributed tremendously to the field of education, together they bring their
unique capacities to our advisory board supporting continual improvement and sustainability.

We affirm that every child deserves a childhood filled with love and positivism. That is the
core belief, with which we will take care of each child, as this will contribute to creating

 exemplary individuals.

Students Develop
 New Levels of Awareness

Of Themselves

Of the World

And Their Place In It

Tomorrow



PREMIA ETHOS

At The Premia Academy, we believe every child is unique and capable
of learning when stimulated properly. Through ‘Premia Ethos,’ we
aspire to build a positive and progressive culture in our school, not only
within our corridors and premises but in the very lives of all who are a
part of our journey - children, parents, teachers, staff and
administration. We strongly believe that safety, love and a positive
learning environment helps children thrive.

PRODIGY: MIRACLES IN
THE MAKING

PURPOSE: THE
DRIVING FORCE

PASSION: FINDING YOUR
INNER STRENGTH

QUEST FOR LEARNING:
LIFELONG LEARNERS

GROWTH & INNOVATION MINDSET:
EMPOWER & INSPIRE

INTEGRITY ABOVE ALL:
VIRTUE IN OUR VEINS

SAFE & POSITIVE ENVIRONMENT:
SAFETY ISN’T EXPENSIVE, IT'S PRICELESS

Onwards and Upwards



PREMIA CORE

NURSERY - GRADE XII A literacy-based, integrated curriculum is offered to our
students, giving them a solid foundation with capabilities to opt for any board of
education from thereon. It offers numerous opportunities for deep learning as they
use their knowledge to make connections between subjects or disciplines to decode
the simplicities and intricacies of life. Our curriculum works on Howard Gardner’s
Theory of Multiple Intelligences and fulfills the learning outcomes of CBSE, IGCSE,
Common Core & IB.

HOW DO WE PREPARE YOU?

KEY AREAS OF LEARNING

VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTSTECHNOLOGY &
INNOVATION 

ALIGNMENT OF BODY,
MIND AND HEARTMATHEMATICS &

LOGICAL THINKING

LANGUAGE & LITERACY
PERSONALITY &

COMPETENCE
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT & RESEARCH

BASED LEARNING



PREMIA CURRICULUM

Here the curriculum is organized around student questions and
concerns. Two routes lead to transdisciplinary integration, i.e
project-research-based and collaborative learning.

Premia's integrated curriculum is a unification of all subjects and experiences
based on the pedagogies of the world. The intertwining of these approaches
results in a learning experience that is:

Focuses primarily on the various disciplines allowing the students
to correlate different subjects to a common theme.

Integrating the sub-disciplines within a subject area makes students understand the
connections between the different sub-disciplines and their relationship. 
Example: Integrating reading, writing, and oral communication in language arts.

Multidisciplinary

Interdisciplinary

Transdisciplinary



OUR INTEGRATED CURRICULUM

Caters to the innate
aptitudes and attitudes of
every student

Inspired by successfully
proven curricula and
pedagogy

Aids differentiated learning

Considers different types
of learners in a class

Enables each learner to utilize
his or her specific abilities to
demonstrate learning

PREMIA NICHE

Reading and literacy is the base supported by the
world-class Scholastic Leveled Bookroom 4.0

Research for a learning experience is encouraged

Expanding the world view is a norm

Helping students evolve their authentic self,
driven by purpose and fuelled by passion

Amalgamation of the different methodologies and
theories of teaching such as Maria Montessori,
Reggio Emilio, Jean Piaget etc.

Hones emotional,
intelligence, creative
and adversity quotients 



INTERPERSONAL VISUAL &
SPATIAL

INTRAPERSONALNATURALISTIC LINGUISTIC

As a school, we understand that each child is unique and to ensure that their differences
then become their value, we are strongly guided by Howard Gardener’s Theory of Multiple
Intelligences. This ensures that we cater to the range of learners and enable them to reach
their full potential. The Types of Learners are:

TYPES OF LEARNERS WE CATER TO

LOGICAL /
MATHEMATICAL

MUSICAL BODILY/
KINESTHETIC

EXISTENTIAL



We impart learning as a unification of multiple experiences, keeping our students
ignited, inspired and inquisitive. All our learning programs come well-supported
by solid infrastructure, strong administrative policies and meaningful resources
that help in creating a perfect atmosphere for the little ones to thrive.

HOW DO WE ADD VALUE?

PEOPLE

Members of the faculty are dedicated and trained professionals who work towards
ensuring that each child is given the attention and support to thrive. Our staff members
undergo a 6 Month Training Program, are certified and signed with us for a 3-year
contract. 

Our support staff include the caretakers, cleanliness and housekeeping team, drivers and
transport assistants. In the early and primary years, there is one caretaker assigned to each
classroom. Apart from this, there is one floor manager to maintain hygiene and one
member for each bathroom on the school premises. All staff members go through verified
background checks, monitoring and review processes.

FACULTY

SUPPORT STAFF

STUDENT

EMPOWERMENT

SUMMIT



The school buses are tidied on a daily basis to maintain cleanliness and sent for
regular safety and mechanical checkups. 

All buses are well-ventilated to help reduce the risk of transmission of respiratory
infections.

Seating is assigned to every student ensuring there is no over crowding and
students follow the ground rules set by them as an essential agreement.

To ensure smooth travel, every bus is staffed by a caretaker. Drivers are trained to
transport school children and have undergone safety screenings.

Bus tracking facility is in place to adhere to the pick up & drop off timings for
transport staff and students to ensure safety and punctuality.

FACILITIES

As a highly accessible international school, we offer transportation within 15
kilometres of our Attapur campus. Assuring learners' safety not only on campus but
also while travelling is one of our top priorities. The following measures are in place:

TRANSPORT



LEARNING SPACES

Altogether, a productive learning environment for students and the ability for them to
thoroughly engage in their studies is facilitated by good classroom infrastructure.
They are secure, well-ventilated, well-lit, and all safety measures are in place. The classrooms'
adaptable design, which includes adjustable furniture, whiteboards and chalkboards and
locations for group work, enables various sorts of educational activities. Interactive board
technology is installed in the classrooms to promote learning. In addition, students have
access to a variety of tools and resources to aid in their learning, including books, educational
games, and hands-on supplies in the classroom.

An open air Arena, our stage is a great place for students to discover themselves and most
importantly build their confidence. Here, learners participate in drama activities, learning the
nuances of creative expression.

A cozy, sought after happening space at Premia that is always bustling with activities
throughout the year!  Dance, drama, public speaking, orientations, workshops, panel
discussions and student-led conferences are a few to mention. We engage and encourage
students to explore more in this space.

CLASSROOMS

ATHENA HALL

AIRA ARENA



LABS

At Premia, we have state of the art lab facilities that cater to the requirements
of a variety of subjects.

Specialised spaces where student’s curiosity and wonder come to life.
Experimentation, exploration and hands-on learning activities related to biology,
chemistry, and physics are conducted here.

Our partnership with Furtado Music School ensures that our children have
access to pianos, guitars, drums, and other percussion instruments.

Equipped with high-end computers, 21st century learners develop data handling
skills, basic computation and coding skills through presentation software and
communication tools.

This lab has facilities where students can build and carry out activities related to
science, technology, engineering, art and maths using the design thinking
approach.

Children work their math-logic skills in the lab allowing for
application based learning and taking a step towards tackling the
challenges that would otherwise come along with the subject.

SCIENCE LABS

MUSIC LAB

COMPUTER LAB

DESIGN THINKING AND ROBOTICS LAB

MATH LAB



TOP NOTCH SPORTS FACILITIES

Through various daily sporting activities, Premia supports the holistic development of
the child. A child's overall gross motor, cognitive, and social development is heavily
influenced by sports. Premia encourages sports to foster physical activity, teamwork,
and personal growth. Providing a variety of sports programs and encouraging students
to participate, no matter their skill level, can help schools develop physical skills and
teamwork. As part of Premia's sports program, the following sports are available:

Children are encouraged to explore different mediums of expression, whether it is of
the self or understanding that of others through visual and performing arts. Drama,
dance, music (instruments: drums, guitar, keyboard) and art classes recur on a weekly
basis, ensuring that the learners are exercising and developing their creative thinking
skills, which in turn help nurture their critical thinking skills as well as their academic
performance.

VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS

Badminton Cricket Futsal Yoga

Volleyball

Athletics

Basketball

Chess

Kabaddi

Table Tennis

Kho-Kho

Martial Arts



PREMIA CURATION

Our quest for creating the perfect learning environment led to collaborating with a few
pioneers whose vision has beautifully aligned with ours. Each program is well-researched
to cater to the needs of the millennials and Gen-Z who are evolving as innovators. We
have joined hands with experts in the field who have helped curate premium curricula for
The Premia Academy.

An experiential awakening program to build socio-emotional skills and impart critical life
skills to achieve self-knowledge, balance and transformation.

A unique program to inculcate entrepreneurial skills at an early age.

A collective aimed at making children a part of social transformation for a sustainable
future.

An essential and informative program to aid children in navigating a financially stable
future.

VALUE ADDED PROGRAMS

SWADHYAY BY MONICA ARORA

ENTREPRENEURSHIP BY METAMORPHOSIS

AVNI BY RUBAROO

FINANCIAL LITERACY BY METAMORPHOSIS



Executes all cultural activities
in the school and identifies
talent to represent the school. 

COMMUNITIES

The Houses exist to foster strong relationships, bonding and a sense of belonging.
Each house represents the elements of the mother earth; inspiring learners to be
a force of nature, stay connected with nature and each other.  

HOUSES

The Premia Ministries are committed to taking care of various aspects of managing
the school and it's learners. The purpose is to instill the values of responsibility and
democracy.

MINISTRIES

Publishes the school
newsletter- The Premia Pulse
and conducts literary activities. 

Helps keep the school
environment green by creating
awareness of sustainable
practices. 

Hones student's responsibility
and sensitivity towards the
society by encouraging them to
create an ecosystem to enable
community out-reach programs.

Ministry Of
Cultural Affairs

 Ministry Of
Literary Affairs

Ministry Of
Eco-Science 

Ministry Of
Civic Responsibility



INITIATIVES

A series of workshops to bring the best of the resources for socio-emotional
development of our learners and as an initiative for parents and teachers.

Children are given opportunities to go for excursions in order to understand
the world around them six and four times annually in the primary/middle
years and secondary years respectively.

An initiative to enable learners to pick up one Research project-originality task-
Community outreach-Kinesthetic development activity-Skill development

A student recognition initiative wherein the ‘Stars of the Month’ reward is
awarded based on the 5Cs - Cleanliness, Courtesy, Creativity,
Communication and Camaraderie.

Engaged in various lifestyle improvement opportunities and internship
programmes learners are exposed to the world of work and encouraged to
explore independent living. 

An all encompassing international programme which helps schools setup in house
businesses that teach students business and entrepreneurial skills while generating income.

An initiative towards the well-being of our staff to improve and sustain
work-life balance.

In honour of children who have performed exceptionally well in their fields, the
awards for Academic Competence and Excellence are much a deserved recognition.

An initiative to facilitate the smooth acclimatization of learners and their
families as they transition from one school to another. 

VOICE OF WISDOM BY NEXT MILE

THE PREMIA ESCAPADES

PREMIA ROCKS

PRAISE-A-PRIDE

PREMIA EMPRISE

STUDENT ENTERPRISE

EQUILIBRE

ACE AWARDS

AMALGAM



Held in honour of our heart and soul, our students, every Children’s Day, we celebrate
with a carnival of sorts wherein the secondary students engage in event management.

An annual event to provide learners with the tools they'd need to make
informed career choices by exposing them to global college representatives,
keynotes, masterclasses and edutainment.

A research oriented initiative that allows for children to Explore, Express, Endure and
Elevate through PBL and ideate for problems aligned with the UN Sustainable
development Goals.

A cultural and literary interschool and intraschool fest that fosters
international mindedness and sparks creativity in the young minds of Premia.

The annual sports week which engages children in healthy competition and
exposes them to the importance of sport, nutrition as well as health and
wellness.

CARNIVAL OF THE CUBS

THE STUDENT EMPOWERMENT SUMMIT

E4 CIRCUIT

XPERIA

LEAGUE OF THE LIONS

EVENTS



PREMIA PARTNERS

Psychometric Test
Career Mapping
Profiling For College Applications

Mentorship Programmes
Internship Programmes
Career Guidance 

Entrepreneurship
Financial Literacy 
Management Skills 

Informed Decision Making
Health and Well-Being
Self Awareness 

Communication and Confidence Building
Networking and Relationship Building Skills
Personal Branding 

Design Thinking 
Coding
Problem Solving Skills



All Around Sports
Adversity Quotient
Healthy Competition

Sustainable Living
Building Conscious Leaders
Social Responsibility 

Music
Reasoning and Language Training
Cultural Quotient

Guided Reading
Literary Skills
Language Fluency

Learning Assessment Level Exam
Feedback and Actionable Insights
Benchmark Performance 

Experiential Math
Conceptual Learning
Math Logic Skills

“When good people and good ideas
come together magic happens”

PREMIA PARTNERS



JOIN THE PREMIA PRIDE

WHAT ABOUT YOU?



There were so many activities to
choose from this term. It took
me a little too much time to
choose! Nonetheless, I
participated, won a few prizes
and I'm looking forward to more!

Parent relationship is good I
should say. I like the involvement
of school staff with the kids as
they make the children
comfortable. 

PA

RENTS  SPEAK 
PRIDE TALKS

I represented the Vayu House in
the inter-house Cricket
Tournament and it was
wonderful and once-in-a-
lifetime experience. 

I've always believed in holistic
education and when I met with
academicians at Premia, that's
what seemed to be their plan.

ST

UDENTS  SPEAK

Bhavignesh, Gr. VIII

Hanaa, Gr. VII

Parent of Aneesh Vaishnav Gr.9, 
Aryan Vaishnav Gr.3B

Parent of Viha Gr.4, 
Shanvith preprimary



AF no. 3630433 AF no. IA183

EMPATHETIC COLLABORATIVE 

ENTERPRISING 
RESILIENT

INGENIOUS

REFLECTIVE
LEARNER

PRINCIPLED
ADAPTIVE

SOCIALLY 
RESPONSIBLE

COMMUNICATOR
AUTHENTIC

Putting Ethical
Learning on the Map 

Pillar No. 102, PVNR Expressway, 501, Karwan Sahu Road,
Attapur, Hyderabad - 500 008, Telangana, India

enquiry@thepremiaacademy.com
info@thepremiaacademy.com

+91 91113 99399, 
+91 90690 63003

www.thepremiaacademy.com

THE PREMIA PRIDE PROFILE


